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Abstract A soft material is defined as a substance that its

mechanical properties depend on ambient conditions,

e.g. external stresses, temperature, etc. Since composite

structures with soft-material matrix do not have adequate

pullout resistance with flat-type reinforcements such as

fibers, there are a large number of cases where reinforce-

ments with passive resistance are used in conjunction with

ordinary fibers. Randomly distributed loop-formed fiber

(RDLFF) is a novel idea to reinforce these types of com-

posite materials. Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to

use polyethylene RDLFF elements in soft-matrix com-

posites. First, shear behavior of polyethylene RDLFF-

reinforced composite was modeled with the use of

force-equilibrium method, and then it was compared with

that of flat-polyethylene fiber. In the next step, a set of

laboratory direct shear tests was conducted on different

samples including the neat treatment, polyethylene RDLFF

and polyethylene fiber-reinforced composites. Thus, it was

shown that through the shearing, a loop-formed fiber has

two reinforcing effects including the ‘‘fiber effect’’ and the

‘‘loop effect’’. The ‘‘loop effect’’ is the main advantage of

using RDLFF to ordinary fibers at the same orientation and

it is also the major difference in using the two kinds of

fibers. The proposed model also indicated that the number

of looped-form fibers, fiber diameter, coefficient of friction

between fiber and matrix, loop dimension, tensile modulus

of fiber, shearing zone and vertical compressive stress

determine the shear resistance of RDLFF-reinforced com-

posite. Therefore, the proposed model adequately predicts

the shear behavior of soft-matrix composites reinforced

with fibers and/or loop-formed fibers.
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Introduction

Randomly distributed short fibers reinforcing composites

enjoy some advantages including easy manufacturing and

superior mechanical properties. They are also more

economical and impact resistant compared to other types of

composite materials [1–4]. However, clumping and balling

are the two major problems involved in using short fibers in

composite materials, which often make it very difficult to

obtain a homogeneous mixture [5, 6].

On the other hand, a soft material can be defined as a

substance that its mechanical properties depend on ambient

conditions, e.g. external stress and temperature, etc. [7].

Common characteristics of soft materials are multiphase

components, non-negligible contributions of entropy to the

material behavior, porous and highly deformable structures

[8]. There has been significant interest in the last few

decades in conducting research on soft materials [9].

As a soft material, soil is relatively strong against

compressive external forces, but it is too weak against

tensile stresses [6, 10]. Therefore, the application of dif-

ferent soil reinforcement techniques is currently on the rise.
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